
FICHA TÉCNICA
  PRODUCTO: Thermal activating treatment

REF: 13IB13
FORMATOS: Jar 1.000 ml

BODY LINE

DESCRIPCIÓN

The Paraíso Cosmetics Thermal activating treatment is recommended for both the hard and nodule stages of cellulitis.
As a result of its hyperemiation action, the localized sauna effect facilitates perspiration and the elimination of moisture
and grease retained beneath the skin.

PRINCIPIOS ACTIVOS DESTACADOS

Fluid retention is a trigger for cellulitis, having an active ingredient therefore capable of reabsorbing this fluid will be very
useful in the treatment of this dysfunction.

Centella extract. The centella leaves and flowers have healing and purifying properties. They stimulate blood and lymph
circulation and the elimination of waste substances. They favour the synthesis of collagen and proteins. They protect
and reinforce blood vessels and as a result restore elasticity to the tissues.

Ivy extract. Extracted from the perennial leaf of a climbing plant. Ivy is well known for its invigorating, astringent and
refining properties. Ivy extract has slimming and anti-cellulitis properties, preventing the accumulation of moisture in the
surface tissue. Ivy extract is at present being studied for its vaso-constrictive properties due to its vitamin P content. It
diminishes tissue sensitivity, activates the circulation and helps reduce localized inflammation. 

Horsetail plant. This plant has a long history as an effective treatment for damaged or tired skin. It is used on the skin for
its astringent, invigorating and firming properties. It helps cure wounds. It also helps improve skin elasticity. This plant
helps eliminate the excess of oil in the skin and hair. It is a coadjutant in the treatment of wrinkled skin.

Methyl nicotinate. An ingredient that contributes both hyperaemic and rubifying properties to the product. It activates
localized heat, the effect of which lasts for a few minutes to enhance the penetration of the active ingredients.

RESULTADOS

Very suitable for the treatment of hard and nodular cellulitis. Hyperemesis action, it does the sauna effect
Local, facilitating the sweating and elimination of water and fat retained at the subcutaneous level.

MODO DE EMPLEO



Apply a sufficient amount to the area being treated, using a light circular massaging movement. Allow to act until
hyperaemia is obtained. This warming effect produces a reddening of the skin, which can last for around twenty minutes
and is a perfectly normal reaction.

TIPO DE PIEL

All skin types

FRECUENCIA DE USO

Daily use

COMPOSICIÓN

WATER (AQUA), PEG-6 STEARATE (AND) GLYCOL STEARATE (AND) PEG-32 STEARATE, PROPYLENE
GLYCOL, ISOSTEARYL ISOSTEARATE, OCTYL DODECYL MYRISTATE, HEDERA HELIX, FUCUS
VESICULOSUS, EQUISETUM ARVENSE, HYDROCOT E ASIATICA, HYDROGENATED PALM/PALM KERNEL OIL
PEG-6
ESTER, ISOPROPYL MYRISTATE, PARAFFINUM LIQUIDUM, MENTHOL, FRAGANCE, METHYLPARABEN,
QUATERNIUM 15, PROPYLPARABEN, METHYL NICOTINATE, BHT, HEXYL CINNAMAL, BENZYL BENZOATE,
CITRONELLOL, GERANIOL, HYDROXYCITRONELLAL, EUGENOL, LILIAL, LYRAL, LINALOOL, BENZYL
SALICYLATE.
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